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The sinking of the Titanic, as the dramatic story unfolded in the British press. At 46,328 tons, the

RMS Titanic was the largest ship afloat in 1912 and also the largest moving object ever made by

man. It was also the most luxurious, boasting many features unheard of in oceangoing liners. It was

considered "unsinkable." On the morning of Wednesday, April 10, 1912, the pride of the White Star

Line slowly began its journey into infamy. On the evening of Monday the 15th, strange, unbelievable

rumors began their spread, chiefly around Belfast, Liverpool, Southampton, and London, cities

having links to the new, great, and powerful Atlantic liner. How could anything have gone wrong?

Surely it was impossible. The newspaper headlines the following morning were to shake the whole

of Britain, and indeed the world, with the news that tragedy had befallen the Titanic. With many,

often conflicting, reports over the next months, the full story of the disaster slowly unfolded in

subsequent editions of the press. The dramatic reports from the British press are presented here in

full: accounts from the first headlines to the end of the first inquiry, followed by eager readers around

the world. These stories and photographs combine in a book that will appeal to general readers and

Titanic followers alike. Black-and-white photographs
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Yes,its awesome.I love going back in time.This is an amazing book and it details the accounts of the

Titanic's demise.



To us the Titanic, great as it is, is an old story. We know who lived and who died. We know who was

a hero and who a coward. Much is still unclear, but the basic facts are known. The wonder of this

book is that it takes us back to 1912, a time when it was not known who had survived, or how, or

even if an accident had happened at all. As the pages unfold, the true horror and magnitude of the

disaster becomes evident. The reader feels as if he is back in 1912, learning all for the first time.

The feelings created may be close to those produced early on Sept 11, when we heard planes had

crashed into the towers, or to the day when we first learned shots had been fired in Dallas. In short

this book turns the old story of the Titanic into a new story, something few other books can do. So

while it does not contain as many facts and figures as other books may, all Titanic buffs are

encouraged to get a copy for their library.

Dave Bryceson's (1997) book is the culmination of years of painstaking research and what is, for the

author, an enduring fascination for the impact of this great maritime disaster not only upon the lives

of those who perished and their relatives, but also the great sense of public participation in the

private grief of those affected by it.Just very occassionally, in more modern times, a great human

catastrophe affects a whole nation or group of nations. Not so much because of the number of

people killed or injured, but for reasons that are more subtle than that.'The Titanic Disaster' captures

the effect upon ordinary people of this enormous public tragedy, through a collection of press

reports, announcements and published photographs which followed the events of 14th and 15th

April 1912.

Many books have been written on the Titanic. Most of them describe the event like an historical fact,

with the advance knowledge of the events and its outcome. Nevertheless, few describe to the

emotions and the opinion of the people who lived those moments and how they were observed by

the public. Through journalistic notes of the British press, the author of this book, Dave Bryceson,

presents a compilation of the news about the wreck and the events that followed it(the rescue, the

trials, the support collects for the victims). This it is an excellent book that makes you feel the

disaster in all detail, in the human perspective provided by the newspapers. Definitively a book that

must be in the collection of every Titanic fan.

This book is great reading, informative and historical. Since the author uses the actual headlines

and articles from the newspapers of 1912 you can't help but feel you are traveling through time. The

accounts of survivors are heart wrenching and the survivors of those lost, even more so. The



inquiries are most interesting and politics never change, do they? I love this book!
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